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The organism world of the planet, both in 
groups and single individuals, is subjected to 
many and diverse hazards, which are a part of 
its environment. In a certain inevitable moment 
one or several of these hazards become realized 

= 1 ), thus ceasing the life of the organisms. 
Th1s law has no exceptions and refers to all liv
ing creatures, including man. However, this dis
mal picture possesses the inherent possibilities 
of postponing or reducing the hazards and sci
ence can do many substantial and useful contri-
utions in this field. 

The hazards can be classified according to 
different principles and features and one possi
bility is to distinguish between the various sour
ces composing the environment (Fig. 1 ). This 
genetically based classification has a pentagon 
structure. 

The geological hazards generated from the 
lithosphere represent a big group of processes 
and phenomena, which endanger human 
health, destroy the material culture of man and 
aggravate the environment. There are relation
ships that regulate their spatial distribution and 
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Fig. I. Hazards for the man according to the type of environment generating them 
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diversity of types according to the ·geological 
conditions, relief and climatic zones. In moun
tainous areas with complex structure and dis
membered relief the dominating processes are 
the slope ones (landslides, rock-falls, screes, 
avalanches, creep) as well as the weathering, 
erosion and torrential phenomena. The typical 
processes for the plains, kettles, lowlands and 
terraces are the subsidence, suffusion and lat
eral ejection, which are related with the pres
ence of weak sediments in the stratified geologi
cal environment and the shallow ground water 
table in it. A whole group of undesirable phe
nomena are connected with the latter- marsh
land, salinity, flooding of underground struc
tures and spaces, capillary rising. The higher 
degree of geological hazard is typical for zones 
with contrast tectonic movements, high-moun
tain areas, gorges, river banks and seacoasts, 
lowlands. The urbanization itself is a source of 
hazards, designated as anthropogenic ones. A 
part of them represent analogues of the natural 
ones (landslides, erosion, subsidence) and oth
ers are specific for the anthropogenic processes 
(hazards related to artificial bodies in the envi
ronment - dump hills, tailing ponds, landfills, 
water and soil pollution, etc.). 

The societies, especially these with undevel
oped economy, have not yet managed to over
come a number of illusions concerning these 
problems (Fig. 2). 

One of the strategic goals of society is to re
duce the hazards, including the geological ones. 
This is possible to achieve if the scientific inves
tigations are carried out during all stages of the 
procedure, starting with the development of the 
regulative and legislative apparatus (laws, con
cepts, strategies, programs, action plans), the 
formation of the state policy and organization 
structures, the application of systems of mea
sures for counteraction and control, public 
awareness and transparency, etc. There is a 
multitude of sciences that concern the geologi
cal hazards and good coordination should be 
achieved between them (Fig. 3). Moreover, sci
ence has its own problems to solve, which are 
related to its development. There are many 
problems of theoretical and applied importance 
as the problems about the energy sources of the 
Earth, the place of the destructive processes in 
the evolution of the Earth, as well as their devel
opment, trends, cycle periods, intensity and re
lationships regulating them, their distribution in 
time and space, the cause-effect relationships 
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These events will not happen to us r---- They"will happen to us 

To assume that the campaigns for This is inevitable but the strategic goals 
annihilation of the natural calamio/ should be aimed at long-term and systematic 
consequences are sufficient fer solving the f---4 precaution and protection measures, which 
problems. is mere effective and econcrnical. 

To eKpect successful protection of man, Many resources are necessary and they will 
material culture and environment under the be insufficient fer a long time. Fer this 
conditions of an economic crisis, restricted reason they should be directed to the most 
material and financial resources and impcrtant priority tasks - fer reducing the 
insufficiently developed protection system. hazards of the most dangerous disasters fer 

r-- the country - earthquakes, landslides, 
erosion, abrasion, subsidence, shallow 
water, anthropogenic phencrnena. 

To rely on: It is possible and real to: 

- old regulation system; - to develop a modem regulation system; 

- unsuitable erganization structures; - to build suitable erganization strudures-, 
--t 

- inconsistent value system and outdated - to adopt a new value system and new 
moral principles. mcral_]lrincip les. 

Fig. 2. The illusions and realities concerning the geological hazards 
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Fig. 3. Geological risks connected with different sciences 
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and dependencies between them. It is necessary 
10 know all these problems in order to make 
correct assessment of the hazards and risks and 
10 restrict their consequences. Science faces still 
many unsolved problems in the area of predic
tion, including the most important one - to 
understand what will be the destiny of man as a 

result of the modern civilization development. 
As far as the state of the geological hazards 

on Bulgarian territory is concerned, it might be 
determined as alarming (Fig. 4). 

There is a drastic difference between the 
present state and the situation that should be 
achieved in the future (Fig. 4). It is necessary to 



The territory of Bulgaria, engineering 
geological cooditions, geological 

hazards 

Present 

I 
Populated and urbanized tantay with divErSe 
and canplex engineering geological 
cooditioos 

Geological hazards: 

Earthquakes: the whole teTitay (Vll-IX 
degree acccrding to MSK- 64; 

Landslides: 1000 in 350 settlements and 
the other 1000 along communication, 
energy and other siles; 

Erosion: 70% of arlille land, 137 
million tons of soil are carried away 
annually; 

Sea erosion: affects 70% of the length 
of the coastline with activation of 
landslides, rock-falls, annnilation of 
beach strips, reducilg of territory; 

Floods and torrents: affect 1/3 of the 
territory along the courses of the 
Danube, Iskar, Maritsa, Strouma, 
Mesta, Arda, V BJbitsa, Rossilsa and 
other rivers; 

Loess collapse: - 10 000 W 
Karst: 1/4 of the territay, 

A group of phenomena related with 
ground water. 

Future 

I 
Developed engineering geological maps of the 
Bulgarian territay, of the districts and 
regioos, assessments of the engineering 
geological cooditioos, 
oo the basis of which are developed the 
territa-i.al and settlement arrangement, the 
urban plans, the infrastructure developmmt, 
including transpat carida-s, bridges across 
the Danube River, tunnels through the Star11 
Planina Ml., Etc. 

Reduced hazards for the life and health 
of the population, the material funds, 
the envirorunent and the monuments of 
the natural and historical heritage due 
to natural cai~KI~ities and catastrophes 
by performing the following measures: 

• Antiseismic construction it 
conformity with the regulation 
sy!item; 

• Stabilized landslides, 

•Protected banks of the Danube River 
and Black Sea coast against erosion, 
abra.si>n, flooditg, etc.; 

•Protection in the sea using the shelf 
space; 

•Reduced erosion on the whole 
territory; 

• Rescued valuable histaical mooummts (the 
Madara Ha-seman) ti-a-n the actioo of 
weathering and slape defamations. 

Fig. 4. Geological hazards - present state and future counteractions 
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Preserved and improved 
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(From National Anthem) 
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The national ideal of ••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••• Bulgaria 

Fig. 5. Prospects and goals in the development of Bulgaria 

fill in gradually this broad gap by reducing syste
matically and constantly the hazards, by overco
ming effectively their consequences, by protect
ing the population, the material culture and the 
environment. When this is realized, Bulgaria will 
have all chances to become one of the most beau
tiful pearls in the necklace of Europe (Fig. 5). 

The task is grand, fateful, passing far beyond 
in the future and is important for the whole so-
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ciety. The solution of this task will ensure the 
sustainable development of the country and it 
requires sciences, culture, management, mate
rial and financial resources. The Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences, the Geological Institute 
including, occupy their irrevocable place in this 
processes because the achievement of this task 
requires numerous theoretical, methodological, 
regional and other investigations. 


